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The National Association of Cost Accountants does not stand sponsor for views expressed
by the writers of articles issued a s Publica tions.
T he object of the Official Publications of the
Association is to place before the members
ideas which it is hoped may prove interesting
and suggestive. T he articles will cover a wide
range of subjects and present many different
viewpoints. It is not intended that they shall
reflect the particular ideas of any individual
or group. Constructive comments on any of
the Publications will be welcome.
Additional copies of this Publication may be
obtained from the office of the secretary. T he
price to members is twenty -five cents per copy
and to non - members seventy -five cents per copy.

ED IT ORIAL D E P AR T ME N T N O T E
Mak ing the informa tion in the accounts readily available for use by the company's executives is one of the
most important problems fa cing the a ccou nting executive
today. It is essentially a produ ction problem. T he cu rrent pu blica tion dea ls with the method u sed by the Worthington P u m p and Machinery Company in handling this
matter and will be found suggestive to all executives
fa cing a simila r situ ation.
T he au thor, Mr John E. Hor n, was educated at the
Centra l High Schoo l of P hila de lphia a nd a t the W ha rton
School of Fina nce, University of Pennsylvania. Among
the first bu siness positions held by him was tha t of office
ma na ger a nd cost a ccou nta nt for the Springfield Worsted
Mills, Bordentown, N. J., in cha rge of the a ccou nting a nd
office procedure. Afte r sev e n a n d a h a lf y e a r s with tha t
company, he a ccepted a position with Geo. W. Swift, Jr.,
ma nu fa ctu rer of special machinery for the manipulation
of paper, loca ted in the same city, where he insta lled the
accou nting system for that compa ny and served as office
ma na ger and cost accounta nt. Aft e r five years with
the la tter comany, he accepted a position with the
America n Pulley Company of Philadelphia, serving in
the capacity of general accountant. H e resigned his
position in 1917 and served in the Ar my as a Ma jor in
the Sa nita ry Corps of the Medical Department until
1919, when he accepted a position as General Au ditor
of the Worthington Pu mp and Ma chinery Corporation,
where he extended his experience in the cost and other
accounting problems in that industry up to April, 1927.
At that time he accepted a position with the Bakelite
corporation, of which company he has since been ma de
Comptroller.
He j oin ed the N. A. C. A. sho rt ly a fter i t wa s or ga nized, has served as director in various capacities, and
later as President of the New York Chapter du rin g the
season of 1925 -1926. This paper was delivered before
the Ja nu a ry, 1927, meeting of the Buffalo Cha pter,
N. A. C. A.
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OF

CO .O RD IN AT IN G T H E FACT ORY AN D G ENE RAL
ACCOUN T ING T O INS URE P ROMPT
MONT HLY CLOSING
THE presentation of this subject I would first mention the
INindustry
with which I am connected —The Worthington Pump

and Machinery Corporation —in which the prompt monthly closing
is now a systematic occurrence. We have at the present time five
operating plants, widely separated, where a great variety of machines and products is manufactured, yet controlled from the Head
Office in New York. It might be well to mention some of these
products as this will enable you to visualize the extent of the work
performed and help in the understanding of what is being accomplished along accounting lines to insure prompt monthly closings.
I will only mention the principal products and call attention to
the fact that the greater part of the output is special as to size and
design, necessitating the use of job costs, an important point to be
borne in mind in following the course of this talk. At our Cincinnati plant we produce Compressors, Diesel Engines at Buffalo,
Pumps at Holyoke, Diesel Engines, Locomotive Feed Water Heaters, and Pumps at East Cambridge, and Pumps, Condensers,
Meters and a large variety of other products at Harrison, N. J.
From the variety mentioned —and a large number not mentioned—
it is apparent that the range of completed products runs as to size
from the large Diesel Engine to the small Water Meter. Nevertheless, we have established a standard accounting procedure for
all Works which are governed by the rules contained therein, augmented by specific requirements as to the performance to meet
definite dates of completion.
There are two principal factors entering into the accomplishment of prompt monthly closings, namely, The Organization and
The System. Each of these will be treated separately.

THE ORGANIZATION
Before outlining the Organization as applied to our own industry, it might be well once more to mention the principle we
must all recognize, viz., that a good organization with a poor system will no more turn out the desired results than a poor organization with a good system; they must both be well founded.
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Granting you have both, there must still be the compelling authority which furnishes life to the organization, with the will to do,
the system furnishing the means of accomplishment.
Organizations will vary according to the requirements and scope
of the industry. I am merely using our own industry as an illustration to show its relation to the operation of the business and its
contribution to the accounting work entering into the monthly
closings.
The President is in complete charge of corporation matters,
supported by three Vice - Presidents in charge of Finance, Manufacturing, and Sales, all of whom are located at the Head Office
in New York.
The Vice - President in charge of Finance has full supervision
over financial affairs, embracing the work of the Treasury and
Accounting Departments, over which the Treasurer and Comptroller preside.
The Comptroller is the head of the Accounting System, with
full supervision over the Head Office, Works and Branch Office
accounting.
The Office Manager at the Works, while co- operating with and
subject to the orders of the Works Manager, is subject to the
orders of the Comptroller, insofar as accounting procedure is
concerned.
T h e Vice - President in charge of Manu factur ing has full su-

pervision over Engineering and Manufacturing, embracing the
production at all Works. Each Works has a Wor ks Manager
who reports directly to the Vice - President in charge of Manufacturing at New York, and is responsible for the entire operations
of the Works. Under his supervision we find the Works Superintendent, Chief Engineer, Office Manager and others who function in connection with various phases of the work. It will be
noted that the Works Manager has no jurisdiction over the distribution of charges, nor in any way over the accounting procedure, although he is consulted on all matters pertaining to the
system.
The Vice - President in charge of Sales has full supervision over
all Branch Offices and Sales Departments. The Branch Office
Sales Managers and heads of the special Sales Departments report
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through the General Sales Manager to the Vice- President in
charge of Sales.
It is of course understood that all departments co- ordinate for
the good of the whole.
I have sketched the top of the organization to give a general
picture and at the same time point out those responsible for the
accounting procedure, the thing in which we are particularly interested. You will note that there is a direct contact between the Office
Manager, or the Chief Accounting officer, at the Works and the
Comptroller at New York. It is this direct contact without interference that is a contributing factor in the results obtained of
which I will speak later.
The Head Office Accounting Department is divided into the
Sales Ledger, Purchase Ledger, Disbursement, Statistical and
General Ledger Sections, all functioning under the supervision of
the General Auditor, who reports directly to the Comptroller and
is the co- ordinating officer between the Works and Head Office
and is responsible for the compilation of the monthly balance sheet
and income statement and the work incident thereto, both at the
Works and at Head Office.
Under the Office Manager at the Works, we have the Purchasing, Stores, Order Record, Cost, Billing, Traffic, Mailing and
Filing, and Cashier Departments, all with specific functions to
perform in connection with the accounting procedure.
The Branch Office accounting is comparatively small, consisting
Df a weekly report to Head Office reconciling an imprest fund out
of which petty cash disbursements have been made and recording
the warehousing and sale of consigned stock as transactions occur.
I might elaborate further on the detailed duties of those responsible for the work incident to the accounting system at Head
Office, Works and Branch Offices, but believe from the foregoing
you have the structure of the organization.
THE SYSTEM -AT THE WORKS
I will divide this subject into two distinct phases, the procedure
at the Works and that at the Head Office and will endeavor to
show how the work is co- ordinated to insure prompt monthly
closings.
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The Works accounting system provides for twenty-six control
accounts, which are carried in a Works Ledger, and through which
are recorded all transactions accounting for the three elements of
manufacturing cost, i.e., material, labor, and indirect expense. For
purposes of segregating the elements entering into some of the
control accounts mentioned, there are approximately twenty -five
other accounts which are used during the month, but closed out
currently to their respective control accounts. The control accounts are:
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The corresponding control accounts are contained in the General Ledger at Head Office. Through the medium of Works
Journal Vouchers, the monthly transactions and the turnover in-
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cident thereto are reported and summarized in the Works Reports.
In order to visualize the flow of the work in connection with
the Works Accounting procedure, we have prepared a chart which
clearly indicates the course of the principal elements of manufacturing cost. ( See page 597.)
It is the flow of work incident to the recording of the material,
labor and indirect expenses entering into the cost of manufacture,
how we compile these figures at the end of each month at the
Works, and how the information is treated at Head Office when
the reports are received, which concerns us in attaining the prompt
monthly closing.
Let us refer to the chart, and trace the course of the Labor, Material and Indirect Expenses.
Labor. Each works is given an imprest working fund, out of
which payroll and petty cash disbursements are made. All weekly
payrolls are charged to Labor Control and credited to Head Office.
The amount disbursed by the Works is entered on the Record of
Charges and reimbursement is made immediately by Head Off=ice.
The salaries of the Works executives and others on the monthly
payroll are paid from Head Office by check. A Works Journal
Voucher covering the total of these salaries is issued by Head
Office before the end of the month, charging the Works Labor
Control and crediting Head Office, a summary of the charges to
the Works Indirect Expense accounts by hours and amount being
shown on the reverse side of the voucher.
Various methods of wage payments are in effect, such as piecework, premium, bonus, gang co- operative, departmental co -operative, day work and others, which necessitate variations in the
methods of distribution, all of the details of which are hardly
necessary at this time. Wherever possible, an effort has been
made to reduce the number of labor tickets required for this distribution. For example, no tickets are issued for the clerical force,
a weekly and monthly summary being made by indirect expense
account directly from the payroll, for entry on the monthly working papers.
In the case of other classes of indirect labor, where the work
is constant, such as crane operators, crane followers, sweepers,
cleaners and others, the labor tickets cover a weekly distribution,
which summarizes the charges according to indirect expense ac-
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count. Similar methods are also used in the distribution of certain classes of direct labor, such as the labor charged to the Melting and Cleaning Controls.
Tickets covering all other direct labor are forwarded to the
Works Office daily for all completed operations. After being
checked as to price by the Piece -Work Department, they are extended as to labor cost, and the indirect expense applied on each
ticket using machine -hour rates.
The tickets are then forwarded to the Cost Department, where
they are punched, tabulated for verification of the punching, sorted,
and tabulated for entry on the daily summary of labor, and charged
to the Work -in- Process, Indirect Expense, Melting and Cleaning
Controls, after which they are filed by order or account number.
Material. The Stores Accounts are divided into eighty -five
classifications, which are segregated under twelve groups composed of kindred items, each group having a control account. All
requisitions for, and disbursements of, stores, whether manufactured or purchased, clearly indicate the proper classification, thereby enabling us to secure the information necessary for building
up the controls by class and groups entering into the monthly turnover, as contained in the Stores Classification Reports No. 2 -A to
D, to be mentioned later.
Invoices for the purchase of materials and supplies, all of which
are forwarded directly to the Works, are entered on the Record
of Charges. A copy of the report, together with a copy of each
invoice or voucher listed thereon, is forwarded to Head Office
daily. At the end of the month, a summary is made charging
Works Stores by classifications and groups and crediting Head
Office for the materials purchased either for stock or for orders.
Casting tickets are issued daily by the foundries covering the
castings produced on each order. The Casting Receiving Station
verifies the quantity received with the information on the tickets
and extends the total weight on each ticket. The tickets are then forwarded to the office, where they are extended as to value, punched,
and tabulated for entry on the daily summary of castings, thereby
providing the monthly charges to Work -in- Process Control and
Indirect Expense Control, with the corresponding credit to the
Melting Control.
A complete file of disbursement tickets, prepared in advance
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from addressograph plates, is carried for all items on the stores
ledgers. These tickets contain all the necessary information other
than order number and quantity.
When orders are issued, the tickets are drawn, the order number and quantity filled in, and the disbursement tickets then accompany the routing tickets to the shop. No hand- written tickets are
honored by the Stores Department.
All tickets for disbursements made from stores are forwarded
daily to the Works office, and are entered on the stores ledgers
before the close of the following day, and a daily control set up to
cover all transactions, printed working paper being provided and
used for accumulating the daily transactions for the month. The
tickets are then forwarded to the Cost Department where they are
punched, and follow the same procedure as that described for the
Labor distribution.
Indirect Expenses. A standard chart of indirect expense accounts for all works has been provided, accompanied by an explanation in detail of the items chargeable to each account and
shop department. Charges to these accounts include indirect labor
and material, previously mentioned, and fixed charges.
Detailed Works Plant and Equipment Ledgers are maintained
at Head Office, supporting in detail the Plant and Equipment Controlling Accounts on the General Ledger, and provide a means of
setting up the necessary reserves for fixed charges consisting of
Depreciation, Insurance and Taxes. A Works Journal Voucher
covering the total of each charge is issued by Head Office before
the end of the month, charging the Works Indirect Expense Control and crediting the proper Head Office reserve accounts. A
summary of the distribution of these charges to specific Works
Indirect Expense accounts and departments is shown on the reverse side of the voucher.
As stated before, the indirect expense control is relieved of the
normal burden on the basis of machine -hour rates.
Preparation of the Works Reports. As orders are shipped and
billed, they are listed by invoice number, shop order number and
amount on the daily List of Sales Orders Billed, and a copy of this
report, together with one copy of each invoice listed thereon, is
forwarded to Head Office. The accumulated billing amount is
carried forward until the end of the month. Further reference to
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this report will be made in connection with the system at Head
Office.
A tabulating ticket is made out by the Billing Department for
each order entered on the List of Sales Orders Billed, showing the
order number, invoice number, date, billing amount, weight, territory, class of machine and whether part or final billing. These
tickets are punched and tabulated daily to prove with the total
billing amount as shown on the daily List of Sales Orders Billed,
and are then forwarded to the Cost Department with the folders
containing the original copy of the order, specifications, copy of
invoice and all other correspondence pertaining to the order.
The cost tickets are then taken from the files, checked with the
specifications, tabulated, and the cost entered on the analysis
tickets. The cost information is then punched, after which the
analysis tickets are accumulated in a file until the end of the month,
when they are tabulated according to territory and class of machine, to furnish the information for the Analysis of Billings by
Class of Machines, and Analysis of Billings by Territory reports,
and the relief of the Labor, Material and Indirect Expense in the
Work -in- Process Controls.
Consignment orders are treated in a similar manner, using a
Consignment Billings analysis ticket to distinguish this class of
orders.
When stock orders are reported as completed, the quantity received by stories is entered on the stock ledgers, and the orders listed
on a Report of Stock Orders Closed, two copies of which are forwarded to the Cost Department as their notice of the closure and
as a request for billing. Cost tickets are taken from the files,
tabulated, and the cost entered directly on the Report of Stock
Orders Closed, one copy of which is returned to the Stores
Ledgers for posting of the cost value to the stores accounts.
A summary of the total closures for the month by stores classification, as well as by labor, material and indirect expense is made
by the Cost Department for the purpose of relieving Work -inProcess and charging Stores.
The cost tickets, representing expenditures on capital and development work, and sundry charges to Head Office, are tabulated at the end of the month, when Work -in- Process is relieved,
and the corresponding charge made to Head Office.
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The accumulation of tickets representing indirect expense
charges for the month are sorted and tabulated by account number, and the total value is charged to the Indirect Expense Control, with the corresponding credit to the Labor and Stores Controls.
The Melting Control is relieved of the total weight of all castings produced, good and bad, as shown on the daily summary of
castings, with a corresponding charge being made to Work -inProcess. The scrap value only of bad castings is credited to
Work -in- Process and charged to Stores, resulting in the orders
absorbing the cost of defective work.
The Cleaning Control is relieved of the total direct hours of
coremaking and molding at a predetermined standard cleaning
rate, and the corresponding charge made to Work -in- Process.
The accounting entries recording the transactions mentioned are
contained in a standard set of nineteen printed works journal
vouchers, showing all the information required with the exception
of the amounts which are inserted by hand.
It might be stated that the work of closing is arranged to allow
the Cost Department the maximum time limit for the closing of
orders, so that after the receipt of the final cost, approximately
three hours are required to complete the final typed reports ready
to be forwarded to Head Office.
It might be well at this time to mention the monthly reports,
numbers one to twenty -two, inclusive, and explain briefly their
scope. With the exception of the Working Fund Reconciliation,
all of the information contained in these reports is taken from
the working papers, or analysis of billings tickets, resulting in a
quick summarization at the end of the month.
No. 1 -A, B, C, D. Working Fund Reconciliation. This report
contains a summary of the working fund turnover, showing the
balance in bank and on hand at the beginning of the month, the
receipts and disbursements during the month, and the balance at the
end of the month, supported by a bank statement. Schedules are
provided to show the outstanding advances, items in transit, and
the outstanding checks.
No. 2 -A, B. C. D. Stores Classification. This report records
the inventory turnover, balance first of month, receipts, disbursements and balance end of month, in dollars, by class of product.
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No. 3 Report— Stores Summary. This report contains a summary of the receipts and disbursements to and from stores for the
month.
No. 4 Report— Consigned Stock. This report contains a summary of the receipts and disbursements of consigned stock, showing machines and parts separately, for which control accounts are
maintained.
No. 5 Report — Work -in- Process. This report contains a summary of the receipts from and disbursements to Work -in- Process
under the headings of Material, Labor and Indirect Expenses, and
also records the transactions affecting partial billings and reserves.
Control accounts are maintained for Work -in- Process Material,
Work -in- Process Labor, Work -in- Process Indirect Expense, Partial Billings and Reserves.
Reports 6 -A, B. Works Indirect Expenses. These reports provide for showing in detail the charges to each indirect expense account in each department, and the total. Cumulative reports record
the expenditures for the period.
Report 6-C. Works Indirect Expenses Summary. This report
provides for redistribution of the indirect expense charges of the
non - productive to the productive departments, showing the charges
after re- distribution.
It will be of interest to note the following basis used in distributing the total expenses of the non - productive departments to the
productive departments:
General and Office. The total expenses are distributed to all
other departments on the basis of the total operating hours of each
for the month.
Garage and Stable. The total expenses, plus the share of General and Office, are distributed to the other departments on the
basis of the service rendered. Where the service is general, the
distribution is made on the basis of the total operating hours of
each department.
Power Plant. The total expenses, plus the share of General and
Office and Garage and Stable expense, are distributed to the productive departments on the basis of the estimated power consumption, or on the actual power consumption, if metered.
Engineering Department. The total expenses, plus the share
of General and Office expenses, Garage and Stable expenses and
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Power Plant expense, less the amount absorbed on direct labor, or
in other words, the unabsorbed Engineering Department expense
is charged entirely to the Machine Shop.
Pattern Shop. The total expenses, plus the share of General
and Office expense, Garage and Stable expense, and Power Plant
expense, less the amount absorbed on direct labor, or in other
words, the unabsorbed Pattern Shop expense is charged entirely
to the Molding and Coremaking Departments of the Foundries on
the basis of the estimated average maintenance cost of standard
patterns (chargeable to Molding) and standard core boxes
(chargeable to Coremaking).
Miscellaneous Department. The Iron Foundry. Miscellaneous
Expenses are redistributed to the Iron Foundry Melting, Core making, Molding and Cleaning Departments on the basis of the
total operating hours of each. The Brass Foundry. Miscellaneous
expenses are redistributed in the same manner to the Brass
Foundry Departments. The Machine Shop. Miscellaneous Expense is redistributed to Machine Shop- Machining, Assemble,
Erect and Test, Tool Room, and Other Departments, on the basis
of the total operating hours of each.
The operating hours used in the redistribution are obtained
from the No. 14 Report, to be mentioned later.
Report No. 7 —Works Indirect Expenses Control. This report
records the indirect expense charges by operating departments, for
the month and period, after redistribution, and also shows the
over- or under - absorbed indirect expense in each operating department, the net total of all departments being in agreement with
the Works Indirect Expense Control Account.
Report No. 8— Melting Cost —Iron Foundry. This report
records the melting cost for the month and period and shows the
metal used by class of metal, the metal produced, both good and
bad castings, the cost of melting by elements and the cost at the
spout of total castings, as well as good castings.
It further shows the total charges, total credits and the over- or
under - absorbed balance which is in agreement with the Melting
Control Account.
Report No. 9— Chipping and Cleaning Cost —Iron Foundry.
This report records the chipping and cleaning cost, and shows the
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direct labor by class of work and indirect expenses by account.
It further shows the total charges, total credits and the over- or
under - absorbed balance which is in agreement with the Cleaning
Control Account.
Report No. 10 —Cost of Output —Iron Foundry. This report
is purely statistical and records the total cost per ton of good castings, broken down into the cost of good castings at the spout, core making, molding and chipping and cleaning, showing both direct
labor and indirect expense. It also provides for the output per
hour of good castings per coremaking, molding and chipping and
cleaning direct labor hour.
Report No. 11— Melting Cost —Brass Foundry.
Report No. 12— Cleaning & Chipping Cost —Brass Foundry.
Report No. 13 —Cost of Output —Brass Foundry. These reports record the same relative facts pertaining to the Brass
Foundry as disclosed by the corresponding Iron Foundry Reports.
Report No. 14— Payroll Data. This report is purely statistical
and records the total payroll, and direct labor, hours and amount,
for all departments, both productive and non - productive. In addition thereto are shown the total payroll cost per hour, and per
direct labor hour, as well as the number of days operated and the
number of employees, both on total payroll and on direct labor,
on the basis of an eight -hour day.
Report No. 15— Charges to Capital and Development Appropriations. This report records capital and development charges
divided according to material, labor and indirect expense, showing the appropriation number, works order number and the proper
capital account to which the charges should be applied. This
report supports in detail the charges to Head Office as provided
for on the No. 5— Work -in- Process — Report.
Report No. 16— Charges to Burden Appropriation. This report records indirect expense charges divided according to material, labor and burden, showing the appropriation number, Works
order number and Indirect Expense account number, as well as the
particulars incident to the expenditures. This report is purely
statistical.
Report No. 17 —Sundry Charges to Head Office. This report
records special entries from the Works chargeable to Head Office,
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with the particulars thereof to assist in the proper allocation of
the expenditures.
Report No. 18— Monthly Trial Balance. This report lists all
the Works controlling accounts and records the balance first of
month, balance end of month and the net turnover during the
month on each account. From the information contained on this
report, the General Journal Voucher is prepared, reflecting the
monthly changes in the Control accounts.
Report No. 19 -A, B, C— Analysis of Billings by Class of Machines. This report contains a summary of the gross trading
profit of each class of product, showing the billing amount, normal
shop cost, normal profit per cent of shop cost, and the weight net
tons, for both the month and period. Each Works is provided
with forms containing their special products. All forms, however, are identical as to the method of presenting the information.
Report No. 20— Analysis of Billings by Territories. This report contains a summary of the gross trading profit of each sales
territory, showing the billing amount, normal shop cost and the
normal profit per cent of shop cost for the month and period.
Report No. 21 —No- Charge Orders Completed. This report
records in detail the No- Charge Orders completed, showing the
order number, name of customer, particulars of the work performed, or material furnished, the department responsible and the
amount. Included in this report are service charges rendered
without solicitation.
Report No. 22, Thousand Dollar Orders Billed. This report
records the comparison between the actual and estimated per cent
of gross trading profit on all orders with a billing amount of $1,000
or over, showing the billing amount, shop cost, and profit per cent
of cost, both estimated and actual.
The signatures of the Paymaster, General Storekeeper and Chief
Cost Clerk are required on the specific reports for which they are
responsible, and in addition thereto all reports bear the signature
of the Works Manager and Office Manager. Reports are forwarded without delay to Head Office on the ninth working day
following the month's closing.
The calendar year is covered by twelve monthly reports, some,
however, representing four and other five -week periods, as the
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monthly operations are closed on the Saturday of the last full

week in the month, thus avoiding split payroll periods.
The closing dates and the expected arrival of the monthly reports for the entire year are set in advance and the Works so notified. These dates must be met and the Works plan their work accordingly with this end always in view.
It will be noted from the foregoing procedure that the operations
at the Works are directed under what might be termed the central
control of a decentralized cost accounting system.
THE SYSTEM -AT HEAD OFFICE
While the work incident to the monthly closing at the Works
is being performed, the Accounting Department at Head Office is,
during the same period, completing the transactions which can be
taken care of prior to the receipt of the Works Journal Vouchers
and Reports, preparatory to the monthly closing.
The Sales Ledger, Purchase Ledger, Statistical and General
Ledger Sections of the Accounting Department at Head Office
each have specific functions to perform, and it would be well to
show the relationship of their work to the Works Accounting
Procedure as contained in the reports prepared, daily and monthly,
by the Works and received at Head Office for specific use in the
divisions of the Accounting Department just mentioned.
The Sales Ledger Section. The Sales Ledger accounts are contained in four card ledgers arranged according to the following
divisions of the alphabet A —D, E —J, K —P, and Q—Z, each of
which is represented by a control account in the General Ledger.
When the daily List of Sales Orders Billed, together with copies
of invoices listed thereon, are received in the Sales Ledger Section,
the invoices from each Works are sorted according to the proper
sales ledger and are entered by invoice number and amount on a
list which is attached to each group of invoices. These lists are
totaled, the totals entered on a control sheet maintained for that
purpose, and verified with the total appearing on the List of Sales
Orders Billed. No totals, however, are entered on the lists, which,
together with the invoices attached thereto, are turned over to the
operators for posting to the customers' accounts.
The bookkeeping machines, which accumulate the postings, are
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cleared by posting the total to a control card maintained by each
operator, which is verified daily with the control set up.
Cash received is entered on Cash Received Vouchers by the
Treasury Department daily, and the vouchers forwarded to the
Sales Ledger Section for verification with the customers' accounts, after which they are entered on a list by voucher number
and amount. These lists are totaled, the totals entered on a Control Sheet and verified with the cash received as recorded in the
Cash Received Book by the Treasury Department for the day.
Postings are made direct from the Cash Received Vouchers by
the operators and the total postings accumulated on the bookkeeping machines are cleared to control cards and verified with
the controls set up.
Controls are likewise maintained for cash disbursed, and other
entries on the Sales Ledgers affecting the Purchase Ledger and
General Ledger.
At the end of the month, the control sheets are totaled, and the
Billings, Cash Received, Cash Disbursed, Purchase Ledger and
General Ledger totals entered in the control book, which provides
control accounts under the headings mentioned for each of the four
divisions of the Sales Ledger, and these control accounts agree
with the corresponding accounts in the General Ledger.
Billings at all Works are closed on the twenty-fifth day of each
month, and the final invoices, together with the summaries of the
List of Sales Orders Billed, which accompany the final list for the
month, are all received at Head Office not later than five days following the closing of the billings. The total of the summary submitted by each Works is verified with the monthly control, and a
General Journal Voucher immediately prepared recording the billings for the month and the charges to the respective Sales Ledger
Control accounts. This work is completed prior to the receipt of
the Works Reports.
The Purchase Ledger Section. The Purchase Ledger Accounts
are contained in four card ledgers arranged according to the same
divisions of the alphabet as the Sales Ledgers, namely, A —D,
J. K —P, and Q —Z, each of which is represented by a control account in the General Ledger.
When the daily Record of Charges, together with the copies of
the invoices and other entries listed thereon, are received in the
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Purchase Ledger Section, the invoices and other entries are vouch ered and filed by due date according to the terms of payment.
Wherever possible, approvals are placed on the face of the invoices
and entries, otherwise approval slips follow as soon thereafter as
possible.
The distribution of the entries to the proper ledgers is noted on
the Record of Charges sheet. The total of the postings to each
ledger is entered on a control sheet maintained for that purpose.
The total of the postings to the four ledgers is verified with the
total appearing on the Record of Charge Sheet.
The operators post direct from the Record of Charge sheet and
the bookkeeping machines, which accumulate the postings, are
cleared by posting the total to a control card, which is verified
daily with the control.
In addition to the charges from the Works, invoices are received at Head Office covering General, Administrative and Selling Expenses, which are entered in a Purchase Journal and distributed therein according to the proper ledger. The total of the
charges to each ledger for the day serve as control accounts.
The Purchase Journal is turned over to the operators for posting
the charges to the proper ledgers. The total of the postings to each
ledger is cleared from the bookkeeping machines to control cards
and is verified with the controls, which are set up in the manner
mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
Controls are likewise maintained for Cash Received and entries
affecting the Sales Ledger and General Ledger.
Cash disbursed is recorded in the Cash Disbursed Book by the
Treasury Department and distributed according to the proper
ledger control. The total for each ledger is set up as the control
for the day's postings.
The Cash Disbursed Book is turned over to the operators for
posting. The total of the postings is cleared from the bookkeeping machines to the control card and verified with the control set
up.
At the end of the month, the control sheets are totaled, and the
Purchases, Cash Disbursed, Cash Received, Sales Ledger and
General Ledger totals are entered in the Control Book, which
provides control accounts under the headings mentioned for each
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of the four divisions of the Purchase Ledger, and these accounts
agree with the corresponding control accounts in the General
Ledger.
The final Record of Charge sheet, together with the summary,
must be received at Head Office not later than one week following
the closing of the report month. The total as shown by the summary is verified with the Controls as set up for each division of
the Purchase Ledger and the necessary credit to each ledger made
when preparing the General Journal Voucher, which summarizes
the month's operations, of which mention will be made later.
The Purchase Journal is closed on the fifth day of the succeeding month, the charges summarized, and a General Journal
Voucher prepared recording the entries to the respective General,
Administrative and Selling Expense accounts, and the corresponding entries to the Purchase Ledger, Sales Ledger, and General
Ledger accounts. This work is completed prior to the receipt of
the Works Reports.
It will be noted from the foregoing that a daily control is maintained for both Sales and Purchase Ledgers, providing a constant
verification of current work.
The General Ledger Section. The General Ledger is divided
into four main groups of kindred accounts, namely, Plant and
Equipment, Inventories, Income and Expense, and Sundry Assets
and Liabilities, as this arrangement permits a number of persons
to work on the General Ledger at the same time and thus helps to
expedite the monthly closing. ( See page 6u.)
In addition thereto, six subsidiary ledgers are maintained as
follows, and contain the detailed accounts as indicated in the name
of the ledgers: Plant and Equipment, General Administrative and
Selling Expenses, Personal accounts, Commissions, and the Sales
and Purchase Ledgers previously mentioned, all of which are represented by control accounts in the General Ledger.
It is important to note that the accounts contained in the General Ledger are arranged in the sequence in which they are used
when preparing the Balance Sheet and Income Statement.
Entries in the General Ledger are made from General Journal
Vouchers on which all transactions are recorded affecting the
General Ledger accounts.
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In order to simplify and expedite the work incident to the closing each month, standard working papers are prepared at least a
week in advance of the closing, consisting of the following forms:
Trial Balance, Distribution of General and Administrative Expenses for the month and period, Distribution of Selling Expenses
for the month and period, Distribution of Branch Office Selling
Expenses for the month and period, Gross Trading Profit by
Works. Information such as the column headings, names of accounts and the figures affecting previous periods, when required,
are provided for on these papers. After the completion of the
month's work, each sheet is given a dash number, such as 12 -1,
indicating sheet No. 1 of the twelfth month, and they are filed in
a folder in numerical sequence and are always available for reference purposes. In addition thereto, the Sales Ledger and Purchase
Ledger control sheets, together with the working copy of the
monthly report, are numbered and filed with these papers.
The accounts on the Trial Balance form, following their order
in the General Ledger, are arranged in sequence according to their
use in connection with the entries appearing on the monthly
Balance Sheet and Income Statement and are segregated in groups,
each designated by a key number, the total of each group representing an item on the Balance Sheet and Income Statement. For
instance, Key No. 1, which appears on the Balance Sheet as Real
Estate, Buildings, Machinery, Equipment, Patterns, Drawings,
etc., represents the total of the Plant and Equipment accounts of
all works, covered by approximately eighty separate accounts on
the Trial Balance.
In addition to providing the usual debit and credit columns,
there are six additional columns on the Trial Balance arranged for
debit and credit entries under three headings, namely, Key Number Extensions end of month, Key Number Extensions end of last
period, and Current Month Increase and Decrease. The information in the column headed Key Number Extensions end of last
period is filled in at the time the working papers are prepared, so
that when the trial balance for the current month has been completed and proved, the extensions are quickly entered in the columns headed Key Number Extensions end of month, and the Current Month Increase or Decrease. Thus the Trial Balance forms
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show the exact figures which appear on the Balance Sheet and Income Statement, and it is only a matter of transferring the information.
It will be seen that the arrangement of the Trial Balance Forms
helps to a considerable extent in saving time and greatly simplifies the method of obtaining the figures which enter into the Balance Sheet and Income Statement.
The other working papers mentioned are used principally for
the distribution of charges to the proper Works, and for statistical
purposes.
A schedule of the usual monthly entries at Head Office not affected by the Works Reports, such as accruals for interest, taxes,
insurance, development expense and other items, is maintained
for the purpose of guarding against the omission of any of the
current monthly entries. These entries are prepared in advance
of the receipt of the Works reports, checked with the schedule,
posted and verified.
The Treasury Department prepares a General Journal Voucher
covering cash received and cash disbursed for the current month,
which is received in the Accounting Department not later than the
second day of the following month, and the entries thereon are immediately posted to the proper accounts in the General Ledger.
All entries affecting the Plant and Equipment accounts in the
General Ledger are made and proved prior to the receipt of the
Works Reports, with the exception of the current Addition and
Improvement charges, which are included in the Works Reports.
All entries affecting the General, Administrative and Selling
Expense accounts, personal accounts and commission accounts are
likewise made in the General Ledger prior to the receipt of the
Works Reports.
It will be noted that all possible entries have been made at Head
Office prior to the receipt of the Works Reports, and posted to the
General Ledger.
Working papers have been prepared and every available figure
entered thereon, which leaves only the journalizing of the Works
operations for the month when the reports are received.
The Works Reports, when received at Head Office, are immediately referred to the General Ledger Section. The control bal613
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ances appearing on the General Ledger are verified with the corresponding opening balances appearing on the Works Reports, and
the month's operations for each Works are journalized, approved
and entries made in the General Ledger.
After the Trial Balance has been taken and proved, the computations and extensions are made, as previously mentioned in the
explanation of the arrangement of the Trial Balance Form, and
the necessary figures transferred to the Balance Sheet and Income
Statement, known as the Monthly Report.
The No. 1 -A, B, C, D Working Fund Reconciliation Reports,
and the No. 19, 20, 21 and 22 Reports covering Analysis of Billings by Class of Machines, Analysis of Billings by Territories, No
Charge Orders Completed, and Thousand Dollar Orders Billed,
are turned over t o the Statistical Section, as these reports are
purely statistical and are not required in the preparation of the
closing entries.
The Statistical Section. When the No. 19 to 22 Reports, just
mentioned, are received in the Statistical Section they are immediately placed in folders and released through the Comptroller
for presentation to the Executives, with appropriate notations attached thereto, drawing attentions to items of special interest, or,
when the occasion requires, they are presented in person with explanations.
As soon as the necessary entries have been made by the General
Ledger Section from the other Works Reports, they are immedi,
ately released to the Statistical Section, where the information reflecting the operations for the current month and period is immediately entered on reports contained in folders, which present comparisons from month to month, averages for the previous period,
as well as cumulative results for the current period.
The forms used in the presentation of statistics are prepared in
advance in most instances, which saves time in the quick preparation of the statistical information.
In addition to the reports furnished to the Executives, a number of which are enumerated below, comparative statements of the
operations of the five Works are prepared covering Iron and Brass
Foundry Costs for the Month and Period, Indirect Expenses for
the Month and Period, and Payroll Analysis Data. These state 614
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ments are completed and released from Head Office on the day the
final report from the Works is received. Many special reports are
also prepared, upon request.
Iron and Brass Foundries.
Iron Foundry Output and Costs for each Works.
Brass Foundry Output and Costs for each Works.
Comparative Iron and Brass Foundry Reports issued to Works
Managers.
Foundry Statistics— showing consumption of raw materials.
Indirect Expenses.
Indirect Expenses by Department and by Accounts.
Power Plant Charges.
Unabsorbed Indirect Expenses.
Comparative Indirect Expenses sent to Works.
General, Administrative and Selling Expenses.
Selling Expenses.
Branch Office Selling Expenses.
General and Administrative Expenses.
Inventory.
Inventory by Groups.
Inventory Increase or Decrease by Groups.
Analysis of Billings.
Analysis of Billings and Costs by Class of Machines.
Analysis of Billings and Costs by Territories.
No Charge Orders Completed.
Thousand Dollar Orders Billed.
Foreign Billings and Costs.
Net Weight —Tons.
Appropriations.
Additions and Improvements to Capital and Development Appropriations.
Charges to Indirect Expense Appropriations.
The work incident to the monthly closing at Head Office consumes two full days after the receipt of the Works Reports, so
that allowing nine days for the completion of the work in preparation of the Works Reports, and the preliminary work at Head
Office during the same period, with a day for the mail delivery
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from Works to Head Office, all told twelve days are consumed in
completion of the Monthly Reports.
It will also be noted that the detailed information pertaining
to the Works operations is available for the Works Managers not
later than the ninth day of the following month, and the statistical
information obtained from the Works Reports is in the hands of
the Executives on the day following the receipt of the last Works
Report.
The results obtained in securing a quick monthly closing are in
proportion to the conscientious, diligent work of the organization
at the Works, with the support of similar effort on the part of the
Head Office organization, assisted wherever possible by quick decisions, when necessary, and the co- operation of the management
in supporting the accounting work in general, plus that old adage
of "keeping everlastingly at it ".
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